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Year of commitment : 2018

Water cycle : Collection, Containment, Capture, Foreshore restauration, Phytoremediation
Biodiversity & Ecosystems : / Green and blue corridor, Buffer zone, Ecoystem restauration, Carbon
capture, Environment education, Eco-tourism /

A 
3 500 000 €

GENERAL INFORMATION

The project was reasoned as a "heart transplant" to operate in the site of Blondières so as to strengthen the various living places without disturbing them, even if
only during the work. Bring more to existing living spaces without interfering with their current or future living space. Open new perspectives and treat the most
neglected spaces. The choice of strong geometric shapes has become essential. It seemed totally inappropriate to make "pseudo-natural" forms of wild ponds
near fishing ponds that already had good readability and appropriation by the locals. The second objective and one of the strong wills of the municipality of Lorette
consisted in the valorization of the water surface, in particular that of the river of Dorlay, which borders the park of Blondières. The third objective was the
integration and landscaping of the park, which has automatically been imposed as a "completion" action for the development of the Blondières site. This issue was
particularly important because of the location of the site, located at the entrance of the municipality of Loreto.

Progress Status

Delivered

Data Reliability

https://www.construction21.org/
https://www.construction21.org/france/member/14236/
https://www.construction21.org/france/infrastructure/h/parc-des-blondieres-et-baignade-naturelle-de-lorette.html


Self-declared

Funding Type

Public

Sustainable Development

Attractiveness :

This is a total break in this kind of natural bathing which is mostly supplied by drinking water. From the genesis of the project, however, it seemed inconceivable
ecologically and economically speaking to create this large body of water using drinking water network. The water of the river, however, was not of sufficient
quality to allow a bathing and therefore had to be treated beforehand before serving to feed the natural bathing.

The water of the river flows through an innovative system of filter gardens to be treated before being used in bathing waters. These filtering gardens are positioned
between the river and the new body of water and thus constitute an extension of the wetlands of the site.

One of the most interesting points from an ecological point of view is that the bathing water is refiltered by the filtering gardens and then reinjected into the river
with an ecological quality superior to the water taken from the river.

Thus, it is the first natural bath that also acts as an ecological support for a natural wetland.

Well Being :

The integration and landscaping of the park, which has automatically imposed as a "completion" action of the development of the Blondières site. This issue was
particularly important because of the location of the site, located at the entrance of the municipality of Lorette. This allowed us to address several issues:

enhance a busy street that is in fact a "city entrance" of the town, and thus create a new staging for the entrance of the town, highlighting the lines of the
great landscape;
completely mask industrial buildings pending their release;
create an attractive point from which walkers can discover views overlooking all the wetlands and swimming, thanks to the use of geometric lines and the
assertion of the plan-masse perfectly assuming the artificial side of this park and bathing which is the heart.

Social Cohesion :

Preservation / Environmental Improvement :

The fittings are made with simple materials and fit into the local context: concrete deactivated, pebbles ... The development of a large wooden pontoon as a
central element allows a perfect distribution of the different spaces and different users and gives strength to the project.

Responsible use of resources :

Governance

Mayor of Loreto

Holder Type :  Local Authority

Builder Type :  Construction Industry

Business Model :

It is a natural bath open to all with paid access.

The site Blondières benefits from the proximity of large facilities that encourage the site's attendance because they are near the immediate vicinity of the project.

This park attracts locals of all ages:

the youngest children around the playground and the playground during school holidays;
teenagers around the college / Grand-Croix High School and stadium;
the older ones around the water;
families around allotment gardens and Sunday walks.

The development of the site keeps these multiple uses and this mixture of generations and populations around the Summer Bathing Water Plan.

We wanted the natural swimming to benefit the greatest number, and therefore to offer the cheapest possible entry fees. That's why this bathing system using
filtered river water and not drinking water immediately seemed to be the most suitable solution, both ecologically and economically. Indeed, the use of drinking
water like most natural bathing would have generated higher operating costs and therefore more prohibitive entry fees.

Sustainable Solutions

Filter gardens

Description :

The water of the river flows through an innovative system of filter gardens to be treated before being used in
bathing waters. These filtering gardens are positioned between the river and the new body of water and thus
constitute an extension of the wetlands of the site.

One of the most interesting points from an ecological point of view is that the bathing water is refiltered by the
filtering gardens and then reinjected into the river with an ecological quality superior to the water taken from the river.

Thus, it is the first natural bath that also acts as an ecological support for a natural wetland



Date Export : 20230418032600

Quality of life :
Economic development :
Biodiversity :
Energy/climate :
Water management
Management of natural areas
Climate adaptation

Company (es) Website :

Contest

Reasons for participating in the competition(s)
L’aménagement du parc des Blondières est un enjeu très important à l’échelle du territoire communal car il s’agissait de créer un nouvel équipement public
structurant de plus de 10 ha autour de la rivière du Dorlay et de ses zones humides et en entrée de la commune de Lorette. Afin que le site puisse être le plus
attractif possible et trouve sa place charnière dans l’urbanisme du quartier, les accès au site ont été complètement repensés. Nous avons décidé de créer un vrai
maillage de liaisons piétonnes entre tous les points remarquables du site des Blondières et de tisser des liens entre le site et son contexte, particulièrement la
rivière qui longe le parc.

Building candidate in the category

Grand Prix Infrastructure Durable

Prix du public

+
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